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Jerry Ross Opens New Exhibit at Soriah Café 

July – October 2019 

Veduta oil paintings 

 

 

“Oregon Veduta, 2019” 

Eugene— July 1, 2019 — Opening today at Café Soriah, and continuing for four 

months, Eugene painter Jerry Ross has exhibited oil paintings of landscape vistas inspired by 

Oregon, Italy, and Holland.  In addition, portraits, figurative, and still life works are on display. 

“Views, like you are in an airplane,” would describe the larger (39 x 44 inch) works. 

The Italian word “Veduta” (plural is vedute [vay-du-tay]) 

Italian 19th century painters often depicted views “from on high” that captured a bird’s 

eye view of the surrounding countryside.  They called these veduta paintings or (plural) vedute. 
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Jerry Ross’ latest works are large, abstract vedute that capture the vast mountain and forest vistas 

of Oregon:  

Other works of note 

There are smaller landscapes, portraits, figuratives, and still life paintings placed through 

the café and bar.  One of note is “Mountain stream in the Abruzzo National Park” which captures 

a winding mountain stream. 

 

“Mountain Stream in the Abruzzo” 

 

Ross exhibits regularly in Italy and Eugene.  Jurors who selected his works for a gold 

medal in Milan, Italy said of his work represented: “…un naturalismo di matrice novecentesca ed 

un cromatismo tonale di forte effetto plastico costruiscono un'atmosfera compostamente poetica" 

("a sort of naturalism founded upon a twentieth-century matrix and a tonal type of chromatism 

with a strong, sculptural effect, to construct a composed, poetic atmosphere." 

### 
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“Eugene, Summer of 2018”, 2019 

 

 

Café Soriah is located at 384 W. 13th ave in Eugene. Café Soriah a Eugene favorite for 

more than 20 years, Cafe Soriah brings the Mediterranean culinary experience to life with their 

passion for using the freshest bounties of the Pacific Northwest and exceptional service. 

Open Daily: Lunch (W - F) 11:30 am - 2 pm / Dinners: 5 pm - 10 pm / Bar: 5 pm - 

closing / Happy Hour (Mon thru Thurs): 5 pm - 6 pm & 11 pm to closing. 

 

For more information, press only: 

Sandra Crowley 
sandellwc@yahoo.com 
 

For more information on the Artwork: 

http://jerryrosspittore.com 
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Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Ross_%28painter%29 
Saatchi Art (London): https://www.saatchiart.com/account/artworks/17879 
To purchase a work contact Jerry Ross: 541-520-9493 and pittore44@yahoo.com 
 
 

“ 
“Cortona”, 2019 
 

 
“The Battle between Constantine and Licinius”, 2019 


